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A Brief insight into the Cult PrACtiCes of A fAmily of Deir el-meDinA: 
the QAhA exAmPle 

Elena Panaite
Institut français d’archéologie orientale / Polish Centre of Mediterranean Archaeology

ABstrACt
The article presents some preliminary remarks on the foreman of the left side Qaha (i) and his religious 
practices through a look at a number of his stelae. The divinities to which these stelae are dedicated are part 
of the divine world of Deir el-Medina, including the main ones of the Egyptian pantheon, as well as the 
Near Eastern gods and goddesses much worshipped during the reign of Ramesses II. The study focuses in 
its second part on the Qaha’s so-called “Southern stela,” found broken into numerous small fragments in 
1930 and kept since then in Deir el-Medina storerooms. The stela was part of an original structure built in 
the court of the family’s funerary complex. Its study aims to make known this original monument which 
brings additional information on one important family of the village at the time of Ramesses II. 
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introDuCtion 
The site of Deir el-Medina, located on the Theban 
west bank, provides unique evidence regarding the 
ancient Egyptian daily life in the New Kingdom. 
Its inhabitants, called the “servants in the Place 
of Truth” (sDm-aS m s.t-MAa.t), were the workers, 
artisans, and craftsmen who built and decorated the 
royal tombs in the Valley of the Kings and the Valley 
of the Queens in the late Bronze Age (15th–11th 
centuries BCE). They have left behind a necropolis, 
a village, and a multitude of objects of funerary and 
daily life. To this must be added all the temples they 
erected, chapels, and votive monuments that bear 
witness to a varied religious life. The latter attracted 
the attention of researchers very early on.1 The 
Deir el-Medina pantheon includes both indigenous 
and foreign divinities, some of which have been 

already the subject of more specific research.2 
Prosopographical studies also provide important 
additional information into the beliefs and practices 
of these New Kingdom families.3

This study would like to present some preliminary 
thoughts and outlines regarding the religious life 
of the foreman of the left side called Qaha (i).4 
The worker Qaha (i) was born in a well-known 
family from the village of Deir el-Medina at the 
beginning of the Nineteenth Dynasty at the latest. 
He replaced Pashed (x) in the important position of 
foreman probably in the early years of Ramesses II5 
and subsequently passed it on to his second son, 
Inherkhauy (i), thus initiating a family dynasty 
of chief workmen that was maintained until the 
reign of Ramesses XI. Qaha (i) was already known 
by several artifacts when his tomb, TT 360, was 
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found by B. Bruyère and his team in 1930.6 He left 
behind about forty objects including stelae, statues, 
ushebtis, as well as one pyramidion coming from the 
pyramid of his chapel. The stelae, several of which 
mention the members of his family, were dedicated 
to different deities and testify to the religious 
practices of his time. The most significant are briefly 
presented in the first section of this article. The 
second part is focused on an unpublished stela and 
its original structure, as part of an ongoing research 
on Qaha’s monuments. 

QAhA’s funerAry ComPlex AnD worshiP PrACtiCes
The tomb of Qaha (i), TT 360, located at the southern 
end of the western necropolis, is part of a funerary 
complex of three tombs, including TT 359 and 
TT 361 (Fig. 1).7 All belong to the same family: TT 
361 is the oldest and belongs to Qaha’s father, the 
chief craftsman Huy (ii), while TT 359 was made 
for his great-grandson Inherkhauy (ii), called “the 
Younger.”8 On the outside, the tombs are joined 
by a courtyard bordered on the north by a portico 
with three pillars. Under the ground, TT 359 leads 
through a small corridor into the first room of the 
tomb of Qaha (i). From there, going in a northwest 
direction, come two vaulted rooms, the last of which 

was the burial chamber of Qaha (i). Only the latter 
was decorated with classic funerary scenes, but a 
fire severely damaged its walls.9

Qaha’s funerary chapel was leaning against the 
rock. Already badly destroyed at the time of its 
discovery, the chapel presents the conventional 
Ramesside pyramid-like plan and was oriented 
north–south. It had a room and a naos which partly 
preserves the original decoration. On the northern 
wall of the naos, a throne is depicted on which is 
sitting a goddess dressed in a red garment, that 
Bruyère thought belonged to the goddess Maat.10 
Also, the west wall of the naos was showing traces of 
an embedded stela into the wall. In addition, stelae 
mentioning Qaha (i), his wife Tuy (i), and other 
members of his family were probably decorating 
the walls of the courtyard and the entrances to the 
funerary chapels. Several fragments and objects 
have been found in and around the funerary 
complex during Bruyère’s excavations in 1930.11 
They include various limestone fragments of stelae 
and murals, door jambs, offering tables, lintels, 
but also ceramics, pottery vessels, and wooden 
furniture. Two stelae bases were also found inside 
the tomb.12 Few loose blocks indicate that at least 
one big stela placed in the courtyard of TT 360 was 

figure 1: Plan of Qaha’s funerary complex, showing the courtyard connecting the three tombs TT 
359, 360, and 361. After Bruyère 1933, pl. 1. (© Ifao).
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showing the king Ramesses II accompanied by his 
vizier Paser making offerings to the seated god 
Amun.13 Some of these objects are now displayed in 
several museums, while others are kept in the Deir 
el-Medina storerooms. 

It is considered that Qaha (i)’s tomb, or at 
least the place where it was located, south of the 
necropolis, was an important point on the journey 
of the processions through the necropolis of the 
oracular statue of the deified king Amenhotep I.14 
This king of the Eighteenth Dynasty was the first 
to establish his tomb in the Theban mountains and 
was therefore considered the founder of the royal 
necropolis and of the village. His cult, visible on 
many stelae but also inside the tombs, was among 
the most important among the workmen. One of his 
missions was to solve the disputes between them, 
particularly those involving real estate, as shown by 
the ostracon O. BM EA 5625 in the British Museum.15 
The latter reports that in the fourth year of the reign 
of Ramesses V16 two workmen had to appeal to 
the deified king Amenhotep I for a legal decision 
regarding a house. The text states that the oracle was 
delivered in the doorway of the funerary chapel of 
the foreman Qaha (m r(A) n tA (m)aHa.t n aA n js.t OAHA). 
The title aA n js.t indicates that it is the owner of 
TT 360 who is mentioned here. The position of the 
tomb at the southern end of the necropolis, on both 
paths to the Valley of the Queens and to the Valley 
of the Kings, would justify this choice. Among all 
the stelae dedicated to Amenhotep I, two of them 
belong to a worker named Qaha. 

It is possible therefore that at least one of the 
two limestone stelae showing Qaha standing alone 
while making an offering to the deified king belong 
to him. The round-topped stela from the British 
Museum (BM EA 274) was made by the servant in 
the Place of Truth (sDm-aS m s.t-MAa.t), Qaha.17 If it is 
indeed the owner of tomb TT 360, he erected this 
stela before becoming foreman of the left side. The 
worker wears a long sash kilt with straight hem 
and has long hair. He offers two burning braziers 
to the king Amenhotep I. The other stela, kept in 
the Petrie Museum (UC 14423), is preserved with 
a part of the wall where it was embedded.18 The 
workman Qaha also wears a long sash kilt with one 
band across the chest but he has his hair shaved and 
raises both hands in an adoration pose. No title is 
preserved. The owners of the two stelae are thus 
portraited differently. The first one may belong to 
the foreman Qaha (i), as he is always depicted with 

this hairstyle, while the second could have been 
made by a later Qaha (v), a chief sculptor, son of 
Qenymin (i) and father of the sculptor Iyernutef 
(v), who lived at least during Ramesses IV’s reign.19 
The workman’s figure corresponds precisely to 
those known of him on his other stelae.20 However, 
these two possible datings require further research. 
Their small dimensions, less than 30 cm in height, 
indicate a position within niches in a wall. They 
could have been installed in the surrounding wall 
of Qaha (i)’s funerary complex, perhaps at the 
resting place where the oracle of the deified king 
Amenhotep I was consulted. We do not know if 
this place already had such religious functions 
during Qaha (i)’s lifetime, but it is noteworthy that 
during the reign of Ramesses II the use of oracles 
significantly increased. The king developed the cult 
of Amenhotep I as well as the festival processions 
with the oracular statues carried out.21 

It seems thus normal that Qaha (i) wanted to 
mark his close relation with the deified king. 
Another limestone stela from the British Museum 
(BM EA 291) shows in its upper register the foreman 
in the Place of Truth (aA n js.t m s.t-MAa.t) Qaha (i) 
worshipping the figure of Amun-Re in the form 
of a ram, an animal considered as a privileged 
intermediary to approach the god.22 He has one 
arm raised and the other holds an incense-burner 
over an altar heaped with offerings. In the lower 
register, his father Huy (ii) and his son Merwaset 
(i) worship Hathor, Amenhotep I, and his mother, 
Ahmose-Nefertari. This stela, which depicts 
together the father and his son, could have been 
placed somewhere in their funerary complex.

However, it is still a difficult task to replace the 
votive monuments in their original location, even 
if the discovery place could have been near their 
original deposit places. Architectural elements can 
sometimes give some clues. For instance, according 
to Bruyère, under the windows of the eastern face 
of the funerary chapel, there was enough space for 
façade stelae, and two of them could have been fitted 
there: one found close to tomb TT 359 dedicated by 
Qaha (i) to the afterlife gods Osiris and Anubis (BM 
EA 144) and another one, kept in Munich, dedicated 
to Ptah, Meretseger, and Hathor (ÄS 0042 [27]).23 
The second stela has since turned out to belong to 
the sculptor Qaha (v), encountered previously. 

The stela BM EA 144 shows in the upper 
register the dedicant Qaha (i) before the funerary 
gods Osiris and Anubis.24 They guarantee the 
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successful realization of the funerary service and 
the transformation of the deceased into an Osiris, 
and are often represented on private stelae or on 
the walls of the burial chamber. This stela was 
most probably located inside the funerary complex. 
It is remarkable for the large number of the Qaha 
(i) family’s members (17) figured here bringing 
offerings on two bottom registers and provides a 
significant source of information for his genealogy. 
His parents, children, and some of his siblings are 
figured there. It was indeed the role of the whole 
family to ensure the cult of the deceased through 
continuous ritual offerings, so that he could be 
transformed into a netjer and thus join the divine 
sphere. The stela also testifies to Qaha (i)’s family 
ties with individuals with possible foreign origins. 
Qaha’s sister Takhat (ii) married a worker named 
Karo (i) (or Kel, KAr  ), the owner of TT 330. 
Only his name, written here with the throw stick 
(Gardiner Sign List T14) specific to foreign people, 
suggests a Libyan origin.25 Karo’s parents have both 
Egyptian names, Simut (i) and Pashedet (ii), and he 
probably started his career as a craftsman in Thebes 
before being transferred to Deir el-Medina in the 
early Ramesside period.26 Qaha’s brother, Hay (ii), 
married a woman called Ta-tjemhet (ii) (6A-tjmH.t 

 ), literally the Libyan (from the Tjemehu-
Libyans), her name being also written with the 
throw stick. One of Qaha (i)’s daughters also bears 
this name, probably to pay tribute to her aunt. 

If there are any distant ties with people of Libyan 
origin, they are solely reflected in anthroponymy, 
as there is currently no known representation of 
any Libyan god in Deir el-Medina.27 While some 
of them have held important positions,28 one is 
inclined to believe that all that they have kept from 
their cultural heritage is only the name. Conversely, 
a significant number of Near Eastern deities have 
been integrated into the Deir el-Medina pantheon. 
Qaha (i) has dedicated a stela to three of them (BM 
EA 191).29

The votive stela depicts the foreman Qaha (i), his 
wife Tuy (i), and their son Anuy (i) worshipping 
the god Reshep and the goddess Qadesh, the most 
popular Near Eastern deities in Deir el-Medina 
during the Ramesside era.30 The limestone stela 
has a rounded top and two registers. In the upper 
half it shows the triad of Min, Reshep, and Qadesh. 
In the middle stands the goddess Qadesh, figured 
nude, as usual, shown en face on a lion striding 
towards the right.31 She holds in her hands a bunch 

of lotus flowers and two serpents. She is flanked by 
the gods Min on her right and Reshep on her left, 
both standing on a pedestal-shaped shrine. This 
disposition and iconography are characteristic of 
the triad,32 although a few details stand out. Usually, 
the epithets given to the foreign gods are exactly 
the same as those of the Egyptian deities and their 
iconography is to some extent “Egyptianized” by 
borrowing mythological features and attributes 
from local deities. Reshep and Qadesh are here 
bearing Egyptian epithets: lady of the sky for 
Qadesh (nb.t p.t) and the great god, lord of the sky, 
ruler of the divine Ennead for Reshep (nTr aA nb 
p.t HoA psD.t). But the spelling of the name of the 
goddess Qadesh, KS.t  is different from its 
common form, OdS(t).33 Leibovitch has read Knt and 
explained that this name derived from the Asiatic 
city of Kent (KnT), known in the geographical lists 
of the New Kingdom.34 He pursued this argument 
based on the Amarna letters where the town of Kdši 
is sometimes called Kinza.35 However, the letter 
“n” is written in the lower register of the stela with 
its normal graphical form  whereas here, one 
can clearly distinguish a rectangle shaped letter 

. B. Davies reads Kasht and believes this is an 
interpretational error by the draftsman.36 Given the 
high technical quality of the stela, it is however hard 
to believe that such an error could have occurred. 
Moreover, the stela has other particularities. The 
god Reshep does not wear the white crown of 
Upper Egypt, as he does on all the other stelae 
coming from Deir el-Medina. Instead, he has long 
hair with a band across the forehead decorated with 
a gazelle head in front, his emblematic animal.37 His 
hair dress, as well as the large beard clearly refer 
to his Asiatic origins. Furthermore, in the lower 
register, Qaha (i), followed by Tuy (i) and Anuy 
(i), are praising the warrior goddess Anat, another 
Asiatic divinity less common among the Deir el-
Medina community. Her iconography on this stela 
also differs from her more usual one, as a huntress 
riding a horse with a bow in her hands. Here, 
instead, Anat has the smiting pose but is figured 
sitting on a throne, in the same position as the god 
Reshep, as he is depicted on several stelae from Deir 
el-Medina.38 One can wonder if the place where 
the stela was erected is linked with its unusual 
decoration but its original location is still unknown. 
It reflects, however, the family’s devotion towards 
three much worshipped Asiatic divinities at the 
time. Moreover, the anthroponymy also shows a 
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connection of Qaha’s relatives with the Near East, 
as shown by the stela Bankes no. 2.39

The round-topped stela is divided into two 
registers. In the upper part, the chief craftsman 
Huy (ii), Qaha’s father, holds an incense burner in 
front of the sitting gods Amun-Re and Mut, tutelary 
gods of the Temple of Karnak. Behind them stands 
a goddess with a lioness head called daughter of 
Re, the cobra (sA.t Ra pA WADy.t). The bottom register 
indicates that Qaha (i) made the stela before being 
promoted to the rank of foreman. He is represented 
at the head of a procession with a part of his family 
following. Just behind him stands his brother 
Paherypedjet (ii) who puts his hand on a little boy’s 
head called sA=f 2r(w) , literally the Syrian. 
This child, Kharu (i), was seen as one of Qaha’s sons, 
unless the gesture of Paherypedjet (ii) indicates an 
affiliation. In this case, Kharu (i) would be Qaha 
(i)’s nephew and that would explain his absence on 
other documents that list Qaha (i)’s own children. 
Paherypedjet (ii)’s wife is unknown so far, and this 
remains hypothetical for the moment.

Based on anthroponymic studies, the population 
of Deir el-Medina would have been composed 
of people from all over Egypt but also from the 
neighboring countries, Nubia, Libya, and the Near 
East.40 W. Ward explains that in the Late Bronze 
Age there was in the whole ancient world a mobile 
middle class who could move freely to wherever they 
could exercise their skills.41 Besides the exchanges of 
material goods and labor that have always occurred 
between the Nile Valley and the Near East, mutual 
religious influences intensified at the beginning of 
the New Kingdom, leading to the introduction of 
Asiatic divinities into the local pantheon. Therefore, 
the Near Eastern gods started to be worshipped by 
the Egyptian rulers in the same way as their own 
eternal gods. Ramesses II is known to have had a 
special relation with the goddess Anat, considering 
himself as her “son” and as “the beloved of Anat” 
on several monuments coming from the temple he 
dedicated to her in Tanis.42 Therefore, the proximity 
of the community with the royal court could also 
explain the abundance of stelae dedicated to the 
same gods as those adopted by their own sovereigns. 

the so-CAlleD southern stelA 
AnD its PArtiCulAr struCture
The Southern stela was collected by Cl. Robichon 
and J. Černý (Fig. 2). Since the discovery in the 
1930s, all its recovered fragments have been kept 

in the Deir el-Medina storerooms. A part of them 
was inventoried and photographed by the French 
Institute of Oriental Archaeology in the 1980s and 
some were assembled in the 2000s. But the whole 
structure is still currently broken up into several 
hundred pieces of different sizes. In the first instance, 
this study aims to examine all its fragments, in order 
to attempt to reproduce its decoration. In a second 
instance, the complete study of the monument 
and its reinsertion into the historical and religious 
background of Deir el-Medina will bring additional 
data on the foreman of the left side and his family. 
As the research of the stela is still at an early stage, 
the following description is based on the report and 
notes provided by B. Bruyère. 

The stela was found at the back of the portico 
inside the court that was built by Qaha (i) to the 
north of his father’s tomb (TT 361) and from which 
one could later access the entranceto his great-
grandson’s tomb (TT 359).43 The location of this 
court, not in front of his own tomb, is thus particular, 
but its general architecture showing a portico and 
an entrance pylon fits into the conventional pattern 
of the Ramesside tomb.44 The courtyard was 5 m 
long east–west and 8.25 m wide, with a portico as 
wide as the courtyard and 2.65 m deep, supported 
by three pillars of 0.70 m long on each side and two 
half-pillars engaged in the side walls. The back 
wall of the portico was pierced by two doors on the 
sides. Between these doors, two large elaborately 
carved limestone stelae, the so-called Southern and 
Northern stelae, were embedded in the wall. 

The Northern stela, still in place, preserves since 
its discovery only the lower part.45 It was made of 
large limestone slabs that are 10 cm thick and 1.75 
m wide. It shows the foreman Qaha (i) followed 
by his wife Tuy (i), both turned to the left, towards 
the Southern stela. The text of the stela starts with 
a prayer addressed to the gods Ptah, Re-Horakhty, 
and Hathor, before being addressed to the visitors. It 
guarantees them the succession of their children in 
their hereditary offices in return for a libation. The 
upper part of the stela could have represented the 
worshipped gods and Bruyère thinks it could have 
also shown Rameses II, as the king is mentioned in 
Qaha (i)’s title (aA n js.t n Wsr-MAa.t-Ra-stp-n-Ra m s.t-
MAa.t). 

The Southern stela was placed in a larger structure 
without any parallel in the necropolis. Cl. Robichon 
reconstructed in the entire assemblage a drawing, 
with the help of the numerous fragments and traces 
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left in the ground and the wall after the removal of 
the stela (Fig. 3). Thus, according to their description, 
the stela itself was placed on a kind of table whose 
purpose would have been an offering altar or a table 
for libations. Two rectangular pillars that are 15 cm 
in width, carved and painted on all four sides, stood 
at the two outer corners to support this thick table. 
They represented the deceased Qaha (i) standing or 
kneeling depending on the orientation of the faces, 
in a pose similar to those found on the pyramidions. 
The background could have depicted the deceased 
and his wife on their knees, facing south, in the 
same praising attitude. The table was set into the 
wall at about 80 cm high. Its sides were carved with 
an Egyptian cornice with a broad flat band under 
the torus. The whole structure was polychrome 
with a white background. 

The stela itself was placed on this support. It was 
rectangular, topped with a cornice and framed at 
both sides with inscribed columns. Its dimensions 
of 10 cm thick and 1.55 m wide were similar to the 

figure 2: Qaha’s southern stela at the time of its discovery. (© Ifao, 
pv_2004_06597).

figure 3: Reconstitution of the southern stela by C. Robichon. 
After Bruyère 1933, pl. 39. (© Ifao).
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northern one. It was organized into three roughly 
equal registers, the first in raised relief, the other 
two carved in low relief. Its general appearance and 
the decoration themes reproduced by Cl. Robichon 
evoke a type of specific rectangular stela well-
documented in Deir el-Medina by several other 
fragments that praise the solar god and contain a 
specific scene of the Opening-of-the-Mouth ritual 
(Fig. 4).46 Thus, the whole structure evokes the 
resurrection of the sun and consequently that of the 
deceased. 

The top register is divided into two symmetrical 
parts. The dedicant Qaha (i), twice shown standing 
in the center, faces to the left (South) three funerary 
gods, Osiris, Ptah, and Anubis.47 According to the 
principle of symmetry, Qaha faces to the right (North) 
three hieracocephalic gods, most probably three 
forms of Horus,48 holding the was-scepter and the 
ankh-cross (Fig. 5).4949 The middle register is the most 
complete and it shows a scene from the Opening-of-
the-Mouth ritual. On the left end, the two statues 

belonging to Qaha (i) and to his wife Tuy (i) stand 
in front of their tomb. Their son, the scribe Anuy (i) 
makes offerings and libations in front of them. He is 
in charge of purifying his father (jr.t abw 2 sp n Wsjr 
aA n js.t m s.t-MAa.t OAHA). Immediately to the left of 
this scene, the register is then divided into two other 
smaller levels: on the upper level a shepherd stands 
behind a cow and a calf. A fragment of this scene 
has been seen lately restored in the sales catalogue 
of Charles Ede Antiquities Gallery.50 Below, Qaha 
himself makes offerings. At the left end of the scene, 
the deceased is again shown standing with his wife, 
the lady of the house Tuy (nb.t pr 6w[y]). The texts 
written in front them are part of the purification 
formulas of the Opening-of-the-Mouth ritual. The 
lower register is almost completely destroyed. 
Bruyère noted that the few fragments found showed 
that there was a lector standing before a pile of 
offerings on the floor. J.-J. Clère restores only two 
fragments, one of which is bearing the name of the 
deceased. Some fragments among those preserved 

figure 4: Reconstitution of the two more complete registers of the southern stela. After Bruyère 1933, pl. 37. (© Ifao).
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in the storerooms also indicate the presence of a 
sem-priest and of the mourners, as is often the case 
in the specific iconographical theme of the Opening-
of-the-Mouth. Because they were not included in 
the 1930 facsimile, this reconstruction should be 
reconsidered for the further study. 

This stela is significant for a number of reasons. 
At a prosopographic level, it brings a new mention 
of the eldest son of Qaha (i), Anuy (i), deputy of 
the left side, in charge of his father’s funerary cult. 
Even if he holds a main position on almost all of 
Qaha (i)’s stelae, he is not the one who succeeded 
his father at the position of foreman of the left side, 
which passed to his younger brother Inherkhauy (i). 
Anuy (i) could have died before, or he might as well 
have left the village of Deir el-Medina.

On an architectural level, the unusual location 
of this northern court and the presence of the 
two stelae question the functioning of the entire 
funerary complex. Did Qaha (i) build this court 
there because it was necessary to leave enough 
space close to his burial chapel for Amenhotep I’s 
oracle and procession? Bruyère assumes that this 
arrangement could have been made according to 
the religious principle that always places Horus to 
the left of his father Osiris when this couple of gods 
faces the rising sun.51 The workmen would therefore 
place the son’s tomb chapel to the left of that of the 
father when these chapels are oriented to the east. 
Moreover, a statue of Qaha (i) erected in the court 
of his chapel was standing opposite the doorway of 
the northern court.52 Was his gaze pointing to this 
northern courtyard as the main place of his funerary 
cult? Further research is needed to answer all these 
questions.

Finally, this stela is another piece to be added to 
the mosaic of cult practices of Deir el-Medina and 
acts as a communication instrument in a particular 
cultural system. The two stelae are addressed to 
the visitors, but one may wonder who really had 
access to them? Was this particular structure made 
to persuade the visitor even more strongly to stop by 
and pour a libation for the tomb owner? The whole 
family probably gathered in this court periodically 
and also during the main village festivities, when 
likely other participants of processions were passing 
by.

ConClusion
It may seem ironic for us to follow someone’s life 
through the memorials he erected for his funerary 

complex. For that, Deir el-Medina is a unique case. 
The many stelae found here commemorate votive 
activity and give an insight into the religious 
expression of the community. As K. Exell noted, 
the votive stelae “are the material manifestation 
and record of a select repertoire of social practices, 
and act as markers of social identity. As inscribed 
private monuments, conveying information via 
text, iconography and materiality, the stelae display 
a multi-layered message about the dedicator, his 
place in society, and the structure of that society.”53 

The survey of some of Qaha (i)’s monuments 
reveals that the foreman was a man of his time. The 
display of religious practices has a very high social 
value in the Ramesside period. The high number 
of small temples, chapels, and stelae dedicated to 
various deities in Deir el-Medina publicly reflects 
worker’s devotion. Qaha (i) himself, and the 
many members of his family, piously display their 
devotion to the great gods of the Egyptian pantheon. 
Therefore, in order to better understand the 
individual, his life, and his choices, it is necessary to 
examine his material objects which all have a story 
to tell. This will be the purpose of a larger project 
that will focus on Qaha (i) and his close relatives. The 
study of all his monuments will make it possible to 
understand the decorative choices, the religious and 

figure 5: Fragment with the upper part of a hieracocephalic god 
(© E. Panaite).
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funerary beliefs of this worker and his family at an 
important moment in Egyptian history, a period of 
stability and, hence, of cultural renewal throughout 
the country, which could have been reflected in the 
cultural practices of Deir el-Medina.
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